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  BLIND GIRL sits on the edge of a cliff, swinging her legs. 
  The cliff is a dull grey with streaks of steel. 
  Her eyes are the steel grey of mist, with red streaks bursting away like rays of the  
  sun. 
  She uses an old foil to find her way around. 
  Boy stumbles in. !

BOY 
I didn’t think they’d punch me in the face. !

BLIND GIRL 
Where did you think they’d punch you? !

BOY 
I guess I thought they’d kick me.  You know?  It seems like the sensible thing to do to people. !

BLIND GIRL 
Sensible?  I guess.  Depends on what they wanna break.  Is your nose ok? !

BOY 
Nose is fine.  Haven’t been able to breath out of it for days now. !

BLIND GIRL 
Smoke? !

BOY 
Broken. !

BLIND GIRL 
Last week? !

BOY 
No.  For days. !

BLIND GIRL 
Same people? !

BOY 
A tree.  At least, I think it was a tree. !

BLIND GIRL 
Where’d you find one of those?  I didn’t think they grew this high up. !
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BOY 
I fell a bit. !

BLIND GIRL 
How long?   !

BOY 
1,457 ft, 8 in. !

BLIND GIRL 
Watch your step.  You could have hurt yourself. !

BOY 
I did hurt myself. !

BLIND GIRL 
More than that.  I couldn’t find you. !

BOY 
It’s cause I’d fallen. !

BLIND GIRL 
I know, but I couldn’t find you.  I didn’t even hear anything. !

BOY 
You goin deaf now too?  That’s not too safe. !
  BLIND GIRL tilts her head toward BOY. !
Sorry.  Not appropriate. !

BLIND GIRL 
That’s not too rare anymore. !
  BOY walks over to the edge, sits down, picks up a stone, and throws it off a cliff. !
You’re gonna throw the whole mountain off someday. !

BOY 
Don’t be ridiculous.  I’m not Hercules, or Samson, or Zeus, or anything like that.  !

BLIND GIRL 
No, but who knows how big you’ll get.   
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!
BOY 

Not expecting much at this point. !
BLIND GIRL 

I do though.  Isn’t that enough? !
What’s for dinner?  Did you catch anything while you were down there? !

BOY 
No.  I couldn’t carry much up.  That path ain’t no good.  No stairs no more. !

BLIND GIRL 
There are no stairs anymore. !

BOY 
Right.  I just told you that. !

BLIND GIRL 
But you have to say it right. !

BOY 
Why?  Who taught you to speak?  How do I know you’re right about nay of this?  Huh? !

BLIND GIRL 
I taught myself, and that means that I taught you, and that means that I am correct. It’s called 
lineage. !

BOY 
Well, fuck your lineage. !
  BOY gets up off the edge and moves over to a log. !

BLIND GIRL 
Well, if that’s the case, then your lineage gets fucked as well.  I don’t remember teaching you 
that word.  Where’d you pick that one up? !

BOY 
From them.  When they punched me.  It seemed like an appropriate word. !

BLIND GIRL 
Debatable.  Powerful.  Maybe not appropriate.  But powerful. !
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Are the wood steps rotted yet? !
BOY 

A couple.  Mainly buried. !
BLIND GIRL 

Can you dig out a couple of the dryer ones?  We need to start stacking them soon.  It’s going get 
cold. !

BOY 
Colder. !

BLIND GIRL 
Cold. !

BOY 
Colder.  It’s already cold. !

BLIND GIRL 
Is it?  I haven’t noticed. !

BOY 
Apparently not.  You’ve been looking blue. !

BLIND GIRL 
I think that’s cause I couldn’t find you. !

BOY 
Cause I fell. !

BLIND GIRL 
Yes.  Cause you fell.  !

BOY 
Should I go now? !

BLIND GIRL 
Your choice.  It’ll get dark…darker soon. !
  BOY gets up to leave. !
Hey. !
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  BOY stops. !
Try not to fall again.   !

BOY 
Maybe they’ll kick me this time.  I should bring a stick. !
  BOY leaves.  BLIND GIRL stays sitting on the cliff, swingin her legs.  She picks 
up a stone,    tosses it in the air, catches it, and then throws it off the edge of the 
cliff. !

BLIND GIRL 
You’re gonna throw the whole mountain off someday.   !
Maybe that would be good. !
The stone does get cold, and it could do with a change in location. !
Maybe in the valley.  That would be a good place to be. !
Maybe. !
Though, I don’t think they’d be too good for him. !
  BLIND GIRL walks over to a pile of rocks, begins piling more on top.  She grabs 
a vessel of    water, drizzles some on top, and begins to sing.  Day becomes 
night, becomes day,   becomes night, cycling through in a crescendo, as BLIND GIRL 
sits on the cliff, singing.     After 30 cycles, it begins to decrescendo, and then 
comes to a stop mid-day, and    BLIND GIRL continues to sing.  BOY stumbles in, 
bloodied and bruised.  He has grown a bit.     She does not change !
Did you fall again? !

BOY 
At first.  Then they kicked me, and I fell some more. !
  He spits out blood. !

BLIND GIRL 
Let me clean that up for you. !
  BLIND GIRL rips off a section of her clothing, stands up with the sword, walks 
over to the    blood on the ground, and begins to clean, like it’s a kitchen floor. 
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BLIND GIRL 
How long? !

BOY 
6,399 ft, 2 in.  I found some more trees.  To be honest, I liked it better when they punched me.  
Kicking brought the wind right out of my chest. !

BLIND GIRL 
I couldn’t find you. !

BOY 
There ain’t no stai…There are no more stairs anymore.  I told you that the last time. !

BLIND GIRL 
I know.  But I thought you had fixed it. !

BOY 
No.  I took them out.  That’s what you told me to do. !

BLIND GIRL 
Yes, but if you found trees, wouldn’t you think of fixing the stairs?  It seems like the logical 
thing to do. !

BOY 
No.  I didn’t fix the fucking stairs.  I fell too far.  No time. !

BLIND GIRL 
There’s always time. !

BOY 
Not for me.  You’re not the one getting beat up every time you leave the cliff. !

BLIND GIRL 
I don’t leave the cliff. !

BOY 
Well, maybe that’s your problem.  You could do with a good beating. !

BLIND GIRL 
Be careful.  I’ve had my share of beatings in my life. I know how to give as well as receive. !

BOY 
Sorry.  I think I cracked a rib. 
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!
BLIND GIRL 

Let me see. !
  BLIND GIRL walks near to him, kneels, and puts her ear to the ground.   !
Breath in deep. !
It crackles.   !
Yes.  You broke it.  Or did they? !

BOY 
No way to know.  It hurt the whole time. !

BLIND GIRL 
Does it hurt to breath? !

BOY 
Most things hurt to breath, but this one stings.  It’s more of a surprise every time than a stubbed 
toe. !

BLIND GIRL 
Do you think you punctured a lung? !

BOY 
What does that feel like? !

BLIND GIRL 
I don’t know.  I’ve never done it before. !

BOY 
Well, what do you think it feels like? !

BLIND GIRL 
I don’t know.  Maybe…like this. !
  She puts her hand to the middle of his chest. 
  He breaths in deeply.  Quivers. 
  He begins to cry. 
  He breaks away, and walks over to the cliff edge, looking down. 
Does that explain it? !
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BOY 
You hurt. !

BLIND GIRL 
Not any more than usual. !

BOY 
No, but it’s growing. !

BLIND GIRL 
You’ve been growing. !

BOY 
Only because of you.  If I didn’t have to stay here, I imagine I’d stay small, just continue to live 
young. !

BLIND GIRL 
 The more you see, the more you grow, or so someone told me long ago. !

BOY 
Stop with your words and your teaching!  I’m sick of it.  Why do I even stay here!?! !

BLIND GIRL 
You’ve been gone so long.  Do you want to leave already? !

BOY 
I’ve never been gone by choice.  Never walked down those stairs until they disappeared.  You’ve 
kept me here my entire life, and I don’t even know where here is.  I don’t know what’s at the 
bottom of this place, or if there even is a bottom. !

BLIND GIRL 
There is. And you’ve been there. !

BOY 
But I’ve always climbed back up.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Then why don’t you stay down? !

BOY 
They punched me. !

BLIND GIRL 
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Yes.  In the face. !
BOY 

In the face.  In the knees.  In the ankles.  In the eyes.  In the thighs.  In the crotch.  In the colon.  
In the temple.  In the follicles.  In the freckles on my arms.  In the tuft of hair beneath my 
armpits.  In the tissue of my lungs.  In the piss I excrete. There isn’t a place on my body they 
haven’t punched.  There isn’t a time of day they haven’t punched me.  !

BLIND GIRL 
You never told me all of this. !

BOY 
And when they punched all they could punch, they started to kick.  And all because I fell down. !

BLIND GIRL 
Is that’s why you’re gone so long? !

BOY 
Why did it have to be a mountain?  Why the height?  Would they punch me if I didn’t fall?  
Would I be the one who punched if I never had to fall? !

BLIND GIRL 
You were always bad at staying upright.   !

BOY 
And you have always been good at dragging me up.   !
  BOY sits on the pile of rocks. 
  BLIND GIRL hits his knee with the foil. !
Fuck! !

BLIND GIRL 
There you go again.  Those vicious words they taught you. !

BOY 
Why not them, if you hit me too. !

BLIND GIRL 
Does it still hurt? !

BOY 
You? 
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!
BLIND GIRL 

Your lung. !
BOY 

Not as much. !
BLIND GIRL 

Then it’s relative.   !
You’re still sitting. !

BOY 
And you’re still not listening. !
  She hits him again.  He gives a stuffled, stubborn grunt. !
Fine.  I get it.  It’s not like he’s going to get up any time soon. !

BLIND GIRL 
You never know.  At least he’s been doing more than you lately. !

BOY 
I see.  That’s how you’re going to treat me from now on.  Slaps on the hand, no comfort when I 
climb up the entire mountain back to you. !

BLIND GIRL 
I worry about you.  I know you’ll always find your way back, but I worry. !

BOY 
And if I didn’t? !

BLIND GIRL 
That day hasn’t come yet. !

BOY 
But it’s close. !

BLIND GIRL 
How do you know?  Do you have plans?  Have you thought about what it is to descend? !

BOY 
One of them didn’t punch me… 
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!
BLIND GIRL 

How nice. !
BOY 

One of them didn’t punch me… !
BLIND GIRL 

So you said. !
BOY 

One of them didn’t punch me…and he stopped them from punching me. !
BLIND GIRL 

You can’t trust them. !
BOY 

And you? !
BLIND GIRL 

At least I’m consistent. !
BOY 

At least. !
  BLIND GIRL goes over to the pile and replaces the rocks that have fallen. !

BLIND GIRL 
So? !

BOY 
Three days. !

BLIND GIRL 
So soon. !

BOY 
Not really. !

BLIND GIRL 
And me? !

BOY 
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I’ll visit.   !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

I don’t think you’ll move. !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

You have him. !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

I don’t know why you ever took me here. !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

They will take care of me now. !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

You’ve never needed me. !
BLIND GIRL 

And me? !
BOY 

I will never love.   !
BLIND GIRL !!

And me? !
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BOY 
I don’t think you’ll ever love either. !
  BLIND GIRL rises slowly, and then whips the foil around, pointing it at BOY. !

BLIND GIRL 
I think it would be best if you left early.  Three days is too long. !

BOY 
But I don’t have any water or food.  I would need to prepare.  The journey is long. !

BLIND GIRL 
Apparently not if you fall down.   !

BOY 
You wouldn’t. !

BLIND GIRL 
I don’t leave the cliff.  Remember? !
  She moves closer. 
  He tries to get the sword away from her. 
  She strikes him across the face.   !

BOY 
Goodbye.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Goodbye. !

BOY 
I’ll still visit.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Please do.   !
  He stumbles down the side of the cliff and disappears over the horizon.   
  BLIND GIRL reclaims her seat at the edge of the cliff.  There is a rumble of 
thunder.  The    clouds sweep in and it starts to rain.  BLIND GIRL does not move 
from her place.  She    removes her clothes in order to feel the rain.  A fire arises 
in the center of the cliff.    She leaves, singing.  The song can be heard  traveling 
along the back edge of the    cliff.  She emerges again with a collection of sticks 
and twine.  The rain has    stopped, the fire roars, and she begins to make stick 
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men, placing them along the    edge of the cliff.  After four or five, have been made, 
BOY climbs up the cliff, and sits    next to the fire.  He has grown in height and 
muscle.  His beard is fully grown,    and he wears clothes of leather he has made 
himself.  He finds a pool of water left   behind by the rain, and begins to wash 
himself, getting the grime away. !

BOY 
They haven’t finished yet. !

BLIND GIRL 
So I’ve heard. !

BOY 
A fire broke the work, and they had to rebuild. !

BLIND GIRL 
Have you been working? !

BOY 
Every other day.  I keep busy with the people.  They follow me. !

BLIND GIRL 
What a change.  Do they punch you still? !

BOY 
No.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Good. !

BOY 
I am the one who punches now.  It’s the only way they’ll follow me. !

BLIND GIRL 
Not the only way. !

BOY 
The best way.  I tried to show them peace, but they would not have it.  They are afraid of the 
night. !

BLIND GIRL 
As they should be. !
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BOY 
She never goes out unless the moon is full, and even then, she does not stray too far. !

BLIND GIRL 
Smart girl.  Did she make those for you? !

BOY 
No.  She only killed them.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Strangling is hard.  I grid it once.  It didn’t suit me. !

BOY 
I wouldn’t imagine so.  You were never one to need it.  It wouldn’t suit you.  How is he? !

BLIND GIRL 
The same.  Nothing changes much.  At least he never falls.  That much keeps me here. !

BOY 
That much? !

BLIND GIRL 
There’s no other place. !

BOY 
You could fall. !
  BLIND GIRL places the last stick man on the edge. !
Tell me about grammar again.  They don’t use it much.  !

BLIND GIRL 
What do you want to hear? !

BOY 
Have you written anything? !

BLIND GIRL 
Yes. !

BOY 
Then that. !
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  BOY takes a place at the fire.  BLIND GIRL stands near the cliff edge, facing him. !
BLIND GIRL 

Ok.  Let me see. !
  Her eyes flutter. !
Same same the point of departure blasts into the moon no more to the edge of thistle blossom 
drenched.  Crimson flood of merriment and grateful they walked down to till.  No more no more 
no more no more to the end of the till no more, and the graceful wretched wings down float into 
radiant mist forlorn. !

BOY 
It’s redundant.  Is that the right word?  Redundant. !

BLIND GIRL 
Close enough.  !

BOY 
Is there any more? !

BLIND GIRL 
No.  I’ve been perfecting that one. !

BOY 
More than that. !

BLIND GIRL 
Perfecting and mulling.  It doesn’t ring the way it should. !

BOY 
Have you tried to elongate the vowels? !

BLIND GIRL 
No need to.  They repeat. !

BOY 
Yes, but they might need to expand.  It could give it room to breath. !

BLIND GIRL 
Not everything needs to breath. !

BOY 
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But isn’t it nice?  There isn’t much else that pleases all the senses.  Except for falling. !
BLIND GIRL 

Pleasing doesn’t sound right. !
BOY 

It’s pleasing.  Once you forget about the ground.   !
BLIND GIRL 

And when they punch you?  Is that still pleasing?   !
BOY 

I wouldn’t know.  You’d have to ask them.  It’s been so long. !
BLIND GIRL 

Not too long. !
BOY 

You say so? !
BLIND GIRL 

Never have till now. !
BOY 

So things have changed. !
BLIND GIRL 

Slowly. !
BOY 

You should get away from here. !
BLIND GIRL 

And live down there?  With them?  With you? !
BOY 

Not with me.  But there’s so much more for you to do.  Have you ever felt a tree? !
BLIND GIRL 

Long ago. !
BOY 
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There’s your start.  They’ve been growing fewer, but there are some not far from here.  I can take 
you. !

BLIND GIRL 
How would I get back? !

BOY 
Why? !

BLIND GIRL 
This is where I am.  I can’t take myself with me.  It would never work.   !

BOY 
Why not?  I didn’t leave myself here.   !

BLIND GIRL 
But you fell.  I wouldn’t fall.   !

BOY 
You can, and you will.  One day, when no one is around, you’ll fall, and all day you’ll tumble 
down this mountain, until you can’t tell down from up, or what is holding you together anymore.  
You will fall to the bottom, and from there you’ll find a tree, and from that tree you’ll find the 
only height you need.  Here you’re still on the ground.  With that tree you’ll finally be up high 
enough to feel the emptiness below.   !

BLIND GIRL 
I can’t leave him.  Why don’t you come back?  He could use another partner. !
  BOY stands, and stares at BLIND GIRL.   
  He walks over to the pile of rocks. 
  She stands up, and finds her foil. 
  Before she gets to the foil, he picks up a rock and throws it off the cliff. 
  It takes 20 seconds before a rock reaches the bottom of the cliff. 
  He continues to throw the rocks off the cliff, increasing in speed and intensity. !
You pig.  You brute.  You collaborator.  You creature.  You crass.  You savage.  You plummeter.  
Get out Get Out GET OUT! !
  She strikes him across the back. !

BOY 
You. !
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  He swipes the foil from her and tosses it off the cliff along with the rocks. !
You kept me here.  You separated me from the world.  You disabled me from the development of 
my people, and all for the simple fact that you can’t stand being alone.  Well, now you have 
nothing.  I have taken everything from you.  There is nothing left but loneliness.  You and your 
playthings can stay here, among the freezing air that strips your lungs as you cry into the 
moonlight.  I hope you expected this to happen, because otherwise you might not make it without 
falling, you vile, destructive filth!!! !
  He takes the remaining rocks and tosses as many as he can over the side, but one  
  rolls toward BLIND GIRL. 
  BLIND GIRL finds the rock and takes it in her hand without BOY noticing. !

BLIND GIRL 
Where else would you be born? !

BOY 
Anywhere but—- !
  She hits him in the head with the rock. 
  He stumbles to the edge of the cliff, teetering. !

BOY 
Come down with me, come down to the bottom where the river flows slowly, and flowers fall 
softly on the green, calm, waving grass.  Come down in the dirt and roll around until you double 
over with the joy of a world never known.   !

BLIND GIRL 
What brings me down?  There is nothing there for me.  Not even those rocks could weigh me 
down.   !

BOY 
Come down with me. !

BLIND GIRL 
With you.  With you.  With you?  What about her? !

BOY 
She’s never fallen, or climbed.  She has never moved, nor moved me.  There is nothing about her 
that makes me need her. !

BLIND GIRL 
But you don’t need me. 
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!
BOY 

I never said that. !
BLIND GIRL 

But you’ve been gone for so long. !
BOY 

I fell too far.  I couldn’t climb that fast. !
BLIND GIRL 

But you will punch me.  You will pluck my sinew like a harp, and never stay to hear the music.   !
BOY 

You’re a fuck.  You know that?  Throw away your books.  Throw away everything.  Fucking fly 
for all I care, there’s nothing left for me here.  Your grammar has ruined me. !
  BLIND GIRL steps toward him. 
  He flinches, and teeters. !

BLIND GIRL 
I’ll hear you burn. !
  BOY regains his balance, turns around, and swan dives off of the cliff.   
  BLIND GIRL walks over to the fire. 
  She picks up a burning log, and walks over to the cliff, lighting each stick man on  
  fire.  
  Once surrounded, she drops the log off the cliff.   
  People screaming. 
  The fire growing. 
  The cliff glows. 
  She sits on the edge, and begins to sing. !
Never never not so porous could the mind be in the midnight squalor, aching with the traveling 
breeze.  No, that won’t do, not in the night, in the sun, in the brightness of the graveyard…no, 
never so dull, there isn’t anything in the wabash landscape, as the breed comes closer to the edge 
of valorous tumult.  Never, no, never, not again, the tide always retreats after the grand inquest 
rumbles, and the graft often dizzy off into nothing never breathing.  Breathe.  Breath never crash.  
Breath.  No, this isn’t good.  There isn’t anything, no darkness in the fright of the soul, never 
never never never never never never never, never bored, never sore.  Hm.  The edge never felt so 
soft as the mouth swallows it whole.  Hm.  Smooth.  Breathe.  Don’t fall.  Breath.  Don’t falter.  
Breathe.  Breathe.  Never again.   !
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So small.  I never felt so small in the height.  They look so big as they burn, it must be there heat, 
and the anger.  They always seemed small as I thought they should be, but never again will they 
climb to the top, as the heat rises and the earth falls slowly, spinning dangerously close to the 
moon.  Surprised it doesn’t crash into it.  Always just around.  Around.  breath.  Around breath.  
Breathe.  And then again.  Close.  Almost done.  Breathe.  Ah.  Now I realize why he couldn’t 
breathe when he fell.  No time.   !
  The light begins to fade, but there are still embers keeping everything warm. 
  The fire on the cliff burns out, and all that’s left of the stick men are ashes. 
  BLIND GIRL sits on the edge of he cliff, swinging her legs.   
  BOY emerges from the backside of the cliff. 
  He wears fine line, pressed, and fit to his body, the same size, but less defined.   
  His hair has begun to grey. 
  He throws a rock over the edge. !
I didn’t think there were any more of those.  Hadn’t you taken them away from me? !

BOY 
I brought a few back. !
I have a proposition for you. !

BLIND GIRL 
Do you?  Now isn’t that some fine language. !

BOY 
I’ve been teaching, in the absence of their homes. !

BLIND GIRL 
I see.  The scholar returns to the heights.  Any more punches?  Have you evolved to kicking them 
into submission. !

BOY 
I didn’t need to.  You helped. !

BLIND GIRL 
Never my intention. !

BOY 
Thank you. 
Thank you for all of your pain.  It’s a release for them.  They no longer fight amongst 
themselves. !
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BLIND GIRL 
The outsider begins the revolt, but never stays for the completion. !

BOY 
I will complete it.  I am so close.  There’s nothing else for them to do, but rebuild and continue 
up.  They have escaped the valley. !

BLIND GIRL 
It’s noisier up here.  The wind doesn’t matter as much anymore. !

BOY 
Soon they’ll be here.  I don’t want you to be surprised. !

BLIND GIRL 
Is that why you came?  To warn me? !

BOY 
To sell you. !

BLIND GIRL 
Hm.  Sell me.  Welcome to my home.  Please build around me. !

BOY 
There are many of them that are evil, and will arrive soon enough.  They would take you for their 
own, and do with you until you repay them for their losses.  I just want to make sure you’re 
compensated in the right way. !

BLIND GIRL 
Sell me. !

BOY 
I have already.  There is a pleasant one who hasn’t fallen yet, one similar to yourself, but with a 
much grander view of the world.  He will take you away from here. !

BLIND GIRL 
Build around me. !

BOY 
But with this he will keep the cliff, as he enjoys the view from above.  Not many do, but he 
believes it gives him a transcendent spirit.   !

BLIND GIRL 
I thought you would be gone longer. 
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!
BOY 

He has promised to allow you a visit now and then, but won’t keep you here.  he thinks it isn’t 
good for your reintroduction.  I happen to agree with him.  There isn’t much more to this place 
than the minerals it gives.  And I’m sorry to see him keep them untouched, but I imagine we can 
work something out. !

BLIND GIRL 
Do you know where I found you? !

BOY 
You never found me.  I found myself on this rock, and the only way for me was to go down. !

BLIND GIRL 
I found you in a tree.  You had climbed your way up, in order to escape the water. !

BOY 
You can’t climb trees. !

BLIND GIRL 
I heard you whimpering, softly into the breeze, so it was hard to figure out the best way to get 
you down.  I wait several hours until you dropped into my arms. !

BOY 
Seems like something that you lead me to often. !

BLIND GIRL 
And when you arrived, I knew you wold never want to go down again. !

BOY 
They adore me down there.  You were never there for me. !

BLIND GIRL 
I was there for him. !

BOY 
And you kept me around to feed your sorrow.  I know how this story goes.  I can remember a 
time before you. !

BLIND GIRL 
But he wanted you there. !

BOY 
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What?  No.  He never knew me. !
BLIND GIRL 

No.  He did not, but he didn’t have to know you.  You knew me. 
BOY 

Enough with this delay.  if I don’t return within the hour, there will be a fine, and beyond that 
there is nothing I can do to protect you from the rest of them.   !

BLIND GIRL 
I thought you said that the adored you. !

BOY 
Adoration does not beget sympathy, but rather greed.   !

BLIND GIRL 
And so you are expendable.  Where have you gotten to? !

BOY 
Don’t speak to me of what you don’t understand.  You have humbled yourself away in order to 
separate from them, but only because you’re scared of what they may do to you.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Should I get a beating? !

BOY 
Maybe.  Maybe that’s what you need to rip you from this fantasy. !

BLIND GIRL 
Then punch me. !

BOY !
No. !
  BLIND GIRL stands up and faces BOY. !

BLIND GIRL 
Kick me. !

BOY 
Stop it. !

BLIND GIRL 
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Punch me in the face. !
BOY 

There’s no time for that. !
BLIND GIRL 

Punch me so that I can’t breathe anymore. !
BOY 

I’m trying to help you escape this path. !
BLIND GIRL 

Punch me so that I bruise, and then punch me so that the bruise can’t be seen as anything other 
than my skin. !

BOY 
I’m leaving now. !

BLIND GIRL 
Push me over the edge, and I’ll fall with you, until there isn’t anything left of this wretched 
place. !

BOY 
Finally, you see the futility in your surroundings. !

BLIND GIRL 
Only if you build around me.  Only if you take the ground right out from underneath my feet, 
then will I see anything at all. !

BOY 
I’ll give you ten minutes to find your way down.  But after that, there is nothing I can do within 
my power to save you from their advance. !

BLIND GIRL 
Who showed up this time?  The little child who couldn’t even find firewood. !

BOY 
Fuck you. !

BLIND GIRL 
Couldn’t even face the troubles of a stainless path. !

BOY 
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Why are you doing this to me?   !
BLIND GIRL 

A little, worthless, wallowing baby, with only the capacity for misery.   !
BOY 

Goodbye. !
  He moves to leave.  She runs up, punches him in the back, but slips. 
  She catches herself before she falls. 
  He turns around and punches her in the stomach. !
Is this what you want!?! !
  He punches her in the face. !
Do you want to feel everything that I’ve felt? !
  He punches her in the chest. !
Is this why you keep luring me back here?  Do you want me to bring back the world so that you 
never have to leave, always staying still as life passes by? !
  He punches her in the thigh. !
I have always hated you since the day that you brought me here, but you could never see that 
what I need was to be with those that had hurt me even more, because it’s better to hurt among 
many so they share the pain.   !
  He kicks her to the ground, and begins to cry. 
  He walks over to the cliff edge and takes the ash, smearing it on his body,   
  covering himself and his linens in ash. !
Word should go here, but fuck it, there aren’t any worth the time. !
  BLIND GIRL lies down, breathing for a bit, and then begins to get herself up. 
  She spits out blood. 
  BOY continues to weep, and falls onto the ground. 
  She crawls over to him, and brings her head down near his, still kneeling. !

BLIND GIRL 
You’ve been gone so long.  How high? !
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BOY 
3 feet.   !

BLIND GIRL 
Only that high?  And it took you that long?  You’ve gotten weak. !

BOY 
I was busy. !

BLIND GIRL 
Have you built the steps back? !

BOY 
I had some help. !

BLIND GIRL 
At least they’re back.  I never wanted to tumble down that slope. !

BOY 
Does that mean you’ll come down? !

BLIND GIRL 
No.  Not now, but at least I have the option now.  Are you going again? !
  BOY gets up, and wipes his face. !

BOY 
I have a business to take care of. !

BLIND GIRL 
Would you like something to drink before you go? !

BOY 
Can you read something? !

BLIND GIRL 
I threw them all out. !

BOY 
Write something. !

BLIND GIRL 
You won’t take it? 
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!
BOY 

No.  I just need to hear something before I lose it on the way down. !
BLIND GIRL 

Ok.  Give me some time. !
BOY 

I’ll come back for it. !
BLIND GIRL 

I can’t promise it will mean much. !
BOY 

At least it won’t be theirs. !
  BOY sulks back down the mountain, straightening himself out as he moves. 
  BLIND GIRL walks to the edge of the cliff. 
  She picks up some ash, letting it fall over the edge. 
  She sings. 
  She jumps over the edge. 
  Her singing can still be heard. 
  It fades away, but never ceases. 
  BOY walks up the backside of the cliff.  He is an old man. 
  He walks with a staff, carrying a bag of rocks. 
  He deposits the rocks in a pile. 
  He walks to the top of the cliff, doesn’t see BLIND GIRL, and moves over to the 
edge,    looking down.  He seats himself, swinging his legs over the edge. 
  BLIND GIRL walks up the backside of the mountain.  She has grown a bit, but not 
much.  It    shows most in her face. !

BOY 
I came back, but you weren’t here.  Then I cam back again.  Each time I came, everything had 
stayed the same, but you were gone.  Did you fall? !

BLIND GIRL 
I walked. !

BOY 
Pleasant? !

BLIND GIRL 
Mostly.  I never found any trees this time around. 
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!
BOY 

There aren’t many left.  We only have one where we live. !
BLIND GIRL 

It’s fine.  I never did like the feel of them.  I could feel every splinter, rather than the smoothness 
of this rock.   !

 BOY 
You were gone for so long. !

BLIND GIRL 
The time escaped me.  Were you moving? !

BOY 
No, not at first.  I took the time to take a full trip before now, but then I stayed.  I couldn’t leave 
this place behind. !

BLIND GIRL 
Did she want to move? !

BOY 
I don’t know.  It’s been along time since I saw her.  Not much more for us to do. !

BLIND GIRL 
But there are other. !

BOY 
Have been. !

BLIND GIRL 
And they make it hard to breathe. !

BOY 
Easy.  Easier.  Nothing seems easy anymore. !

BLIND GIRL 
Do I still hurt, like I did before? !

BOY 
Why wouldn’t you?  That’s never changed. !

BLIND GIRL 
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I never wanted it to. !
BOY 

I never heard that story you promised me. !
BLIND GIRL 

No.  I don’t think you did. !
BOY 

I guess it can wait.   !
BLIND GIRL 

You aren’t falling again? !
BOY 

I would like to hear something before I do.  Maybe I can bring it to them. !
BLIND GIRL 

Yes.  That would work. !
  BLIND GIRL sits on the edge of the cliff, swinging her legs with BOY. !
Little by little, nothing grows until it breaks open into the end of the earth.  Here there is nothing 
stopping the continuation, unless it veers too far from the roots of its labor.  Once a seed drops 
from the vine tremble, the next leaf grows soft, but cannot catch as it lands nowhere near the 
ground so full.  As this proceeds the green grows dull and oft will snap at places meant to garner 
length.  But every once in a century, there are two that grow as on and die in place, so others can 
find a base of comfort in their struggling light. !
  BOY has found a place to lie down behind BLIND GIRL. 
  BLIND GIRL stands up and kneels next to him. 
  She begins to place rocks around him, outlining his body, eventually building on  
  top of him. 
  She stands up, walks over to the edge, sits down, starts swinging her legs, and  
  begins to sing again. !
Close enough. !

END OF PLAY
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